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TOPIC: INCREDIBLE INDIA  

To survive in peace and harmony, united and strong, we  
must have one people one nation and one flag 

 

Students of grade 6 A were proud and also happy to celebrate the theme 

incredible India – as five days fest. Their enthusiasm was well shown through the 

awesome anchoring which said “Mother and the mother land are greater than 

the heaven”, patriotic pledge was given meticulously, latest happenings around 

the world through news reading, and quick quiz hour  shed light on unique 

monuments,  great rivers, railway network, famous personalities of various 

field’s,  on  all days.  

 

Women empowerment is not only the need of the hour, but it was in existence 

even from the years long in the grand Indian history. With the view of introducing 

such woman personality to the children, Tuesday’s assembly was made special 

with the declamation of Razia Sultan by Arya Jain followed by magical music 

which praised the rich land features of our country through the lines ‘ Jaya Jana 

Bharath…’   India is a land of Vedas, imparting the values to lead one’s life in a 

meaningful way which  has been enrooted in our culture .Thus Thursday’s 

assembly drew every one’s attention with the value talk of Mrs. Veena. 

 India is a land of vivid culture, symbolizes unity in diversity. This was well 

presented in Friday’s assembly in a colourful dance form for the song ‘Desh Mera 

Rangeela’.  

 

This fest spread the waves of patriotism and gave the students a golden 

opportunity to showcase their patriotism. It was evident that celebrating one’s 

love for the country is a continuous process. 

Finally, the assembly made, everyone in the campus feel- MERA BHARAT 

MAHAAN and feel proud TO BE AN INDIAN. 
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